May 2017 Minutes
Club Treasure, Ken Kayser reported an operating balance of O.B. of $10,461.13……in addition to the
$5,000.00 we have in the “future fund.”…….+ another $700.00 that had not be calculated in yet.
Two new members and one returning member were voted in……….Tim Ring, Julian Mashbum, and
Connward Johnson, taking the membership up to 93.

OLD BUSINESS
-

Credit went out to all those who helped clean up the field Saturday April 29th. Ken Kayser
suggested that each volunteer should receive (2) vouchers for their hard work. A vote was
taken and everyone agreed. Michael Holbrook mentioned that while the email response was
over-whelming in favor of hiring the work out for a $1,000.00, he suggested that the club

should establish some dollar amount that is higher than $300.00 to deal with major
“act of God” situations that would need to be handled immediately for the best interest
of the club, such as, fallen trees caused by a storm or replacing a storage building
that could get blown down from a storm. $300.000 is the existing amount the board
already has clearance to spend without the full approval of the club. The topic was
left on the table for the members to think about and discuss.
-

Butch Pendergrass reported great success with the War Bird event with 53 pilots from
seven different states attending with a gross take-in of $2,268.00 and a net gain of
$1,866.00. He was very happy to announce that approximately $6,000.00 was raised
for the charity to support a little boy with “Brittle Bone Disease” who is related to a
well-known War Bird pilot Gary Prince.

NEW BUSINESS
-

Michael Holbrook reminded the present club members of some very important rules and
regulations of the club by reading them aloud. He also made a motion to delete one of the
rules in the club rules and regulations that reads as follows:…….“If you are not flying a
“standard pattern”, move to the right end of the field out of respect for other pilots so your
non-standard flying pattern can be tolerated without general disruption to the other pilots
flying a “standard pattern.” A vote was taken to strike said rule from the current rules and
regulations. It was agreed with overwhelming approval, with only one opposed, to remove
said rule from the rules and regulations.

-

It was asked again that all members and their guest should take their own trash out with them
and if you see someone getting ready to leave and leave something behind, to please ask
them nicely to do the same.

-

Another reminder what was mentioned to the club is that any FPV Spotter has also got to be
qualified to fly the craft just like the pilot, as this is a AMA rule.

The 50 / 50 was won by Robert Gusek, who netted $45.00, while the club netted the same $45.00.
Ken A. Blackford
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